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Abstract: In the era of the Internet, its numerous services that include the Web, social networks, email, chats,
instant messaging, blogs and much more are used in terrorism not only for communication but also for the
creation of ideology, resource collecting, recruitment, propaganda and training, the establishment of terror
network and information gathering. A major challenge for law enforcement and intelligence agencies is an
effective and precise gathering of the related and growing volume of crime data. Increasing crime cases day by
day and unsolved cases keep arise forcing the law enforcement gathering data with more accurate and efficient.
This project uses Tcpdump as packet sniffer for collecting the network packets. We develop a tool that
functions to read the Tcpdump and filter the packet only containing text messages. The whole message
exchange for this group of packets will be reconstructed using this tool into a human-readable text file. This is
performed as part of information gathering activities for law enforcement.
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INTRODUCTION security analysts a lot of time, time-consuming processes

Devices like smartphones are usually had in close suspect machines can often be avoided if analysts are
physical to their owners as compared to other possible capable  of  extracting  files  from  the   network  traffic.
sources of digital evidence like computers. This increases The messages regularly were sent via the instant
the possible rate of digital evidence been found on such messaging application [2-4]. An application like
devices as suspects may relate to them constantly WhatsApp offers users a free or very low-cost alternative
throughout the day and may take them to the crime scene. to SMS for text messaging purposes and often provides
To trace for suspicious communications, a suspect's other additional features. Therefore, it is unsurprising that
devices possibly will contain evidence relating to their such instant messaging application has become very
location and we may uncover similar diversity of digital widely held, as a result of which, it is sound to assume
evidence which potency be found on computer systems. that more and more cases will involve messages originally
Mobile phones and their applications may perhaps be sent via such applications.
tangled in an enormous variety of criminal cases, Packet sniffing is a technology which captures the
including theft, money fraud, money legalising, illegal packet's transport over the network to which it is
distribution of copyrighted material, child pornographic connected [5-7]. A packet sniffer is a tool which observes
images, or even spreading of malware in cybercrime cases. all the network data. Moreover, it can capture and record

Digital information gathering from devices is incoming and outgoing traffic through the network. The
theoretically useful in many types of criminal information that moves through a network is transferred
investigation and court proceedings [1]. A text message in the form of packets. For example, in a network, the
has been a significant element of the information packet is sent from one computer to another, at first, the
presented in various high-profile cases in recent years. packet is broken up into smaller pieces with destination
While digging out files from full packet captures can save and source address attached, as well as other useful

such as carrying out a complete forensic analysis on
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information. But, if packet sniffer is connected to any of Specific protocol decoders are necessary to interpret this
the nodes in the networks, then one can analyze the information and reconstruct files that are inserted inside
performance of the network and extract any information a packet capture. Analysts can use hex editors to
inside packets. Recent years, the text message has been manually remove any needless protocol information from
an important element of the information presented in most extracted files or a packet capture themselves, but this is
numerous high profile case. The digital information a thorough process. To compound the problem, network
gathering from devices is useful in many types of criminal traffic does not always arrive in a predictable way. Packets
investigation. Analyzing full packet capture usually can reach out of order or be lost totally and are subject to
consume time procedures, can often be avoided if retransmission.
analysts are able to extract files from the network traffic. We can shred the file headers to find the content that

In this study, we propose an implementation of a tool we search for in the packet. Typically file header contains
that can be used to reconstruct the whole communication metadata about the file to help a software application
activities for suspected users [8-11]. It begins with authorize the file content is correct, load the data and view
filtering, examining and put them in the right sequence or process the data. File headers are used to recognize a
before presenting as a complete communication session file by observing the first 4 or 6 bytes of its hexadecimal
into a.txt file. The information can then be further used as content as shown in Fig. 1.
evidence for convicting a criminal suspect in courts.

Many different types of research have been
proposed that purported how important digital
information in the investigation to catch the criminal. A
large number of literature discusses the theories, design
and technologies that support this theme. Conceptually,
the subdomain can be categorized into three, that are
capturing packets from networks, extracting specific files
format based on signature and reconstructing event in the
entirety.

In computer communications, packets can be
described as an amount of data of limited size. While
packet sniffing is a process of monitoring every packet
that crosses the network [12]. A packet sniffer is a part of
software or hardware that observes all network traffic.
This sniffing tool is somehow run undetectably because
it is passive which mean only collect data. One benefit of
packet sniffers is the ability to extract specific files that are
transmitted between a host on the network. Extracting
files from full packet captures can be time-consuming for
some task such as carrying out complete forensic analysis
on suspect machines. 

An understanding of packet capture structures and Fig. 1: Hex file header 
how to access the packets in raw data allows information
to be gathered successfully for forensic analysis. In order Even though the ability is present to download the
to understand file extraction method, an understanding of content and structures of network files and websites,
format in which packets are kept is required. The most there is no capability to reconstruct an actual
common and supported format is packet capture or PCAP. communication session between a computer user and
These file structures contain a single global header network sources. Therefore, a need has arisen to capture
followed by various groups, which consist of a packet and store network communications as they take place and
data and packet header. to recreate the actual network communication as it had

Inside most network communication, several layers of before taken place with respect to the personality of a
additional information exist within the raw network data. computer, content and timing.
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The  reconstructing   implemented   by  first MATERIALS AND METHODS
recovering  a  packet  from  the  sorted  list  that is
connected   with     the     communication     in   question. The section discusses the modelling and design
If the packet is a request packet or other beginning comprising of the overview, framework, flowchart used for
packet,   the   request   information   may   be  stored as implementation of this project. Fig. 2 shows the system
raw  data  or as  formatted  data,  that  is,  in data overview. This figure means to show the general
structures for later use. The formatted data may later be workability based on agreed requirements that will be
used to represent a network communication session of developed in this project.
request and response packets. If the packet is a replied Figure 3 shows the framework of the whole system.
packet and there is a given file linked with the response The framework shows how the process that this tool will
packet, the data connecting to the file is extracted, a go through. The initial process starts by Wireshark or
reconstructed file created and the data attached to that Tcpdump application that will help us to capture packets.
reconstructed file. Wireshark is also capable of filtering the IP to get the

The procedure of transporting information of a exact target IP from the packet. The result will be saved as
computer is occasionally recognized as electronic data a.txt format file. The tool then will read the importer.txt file
interchange. The most public kind of data is text, which is and filter packet into several types of file format based on
commonly kept in a text file. Every byte in such a file file signature. Packets consisting of the text file will be
characterizes a character in the complete string of text. chosen for reconstruction into readable message file.
The ability to reconstruct network communications from Once text file was chosen, the reconstructed packet will be
captured, raw or stored data is valuable because it lets initialized immediately and show the result to the user.
analysis of altering information, determination of which In this section, we have shown how the system will
network nodes received and sent data, the current data function through a few simple diagrams that cover the
received or sent, times of all receptions, picturing of the whole process of the system. The implementation will be
transmission, or other analysis. based on this conceptual basis.

Fig. 2: System Overview

Fig. 3: System Framework
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS The first thing to start with is capturing the packet file

This  tool  contains  three  main  functioning used to capture all the packet that flows through the
interfaces,    which     are     importing     packet   capture network traffic. This Tcpdump were running the process
file  interfaces,    packet    filtering     interfaces   and on university WiFi and personal WiFi router. The process
packet   reconstruction   interfaces.   As  the application is shown in Fig. 5.
is   launched,    the    main     interface     is  shown    in The result of the packet capture will be saved in.txt
Fig. 4.  It  allows  the  user   uses   every  functioning file format so that it can be imported into the tool for
menu showed. further examination. Fig. 6 shows the part of the result for

by using any sniffing tool. In this project, Tcpdump were

packets that were captured.

Fig. 4: Main Interface

Fig. 5: Tcpdump Packet Capture
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Fig. 6: Result of Packet Capture

Fig. 7: Importing Packet Captured

Fig. 8: Imported Packet Captured

The result of the packet captured can be imported As shown in Fig. 9, the filtering process shows a
into the tool by clicking the open menu or click the icon various category of the file that can be filtered. The
new file as shown in Fig. 7. checkbox label for text must be ticked in order to start the

When  importing  file  is  done,  the  user needs to reconstructing captured packet. Then click the button
click icon filter so that the process of filtering packet start to begin reconstructing the file. After button start
capture can be started. The purpose of filtering packet was clicked, the interface result of reconstructing packet
capture is to find the packets that contain message.txt file capture will appear with the message outcome. 
format and separate them into the category  of  the  file  as After careful examination, this.txt file signature is
shown in Fig. 8. shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 9: Reconstructing Packet Captured

Fig. 10: File Signature

By referring to the result of reconstructing captured T. Kechadi, 2014. Leveraging Decentralization To
packets and the signature of the file, it can be concluded Extend The Digital Evidence Acquisition Window:
that the signature of the file will help a lot to determine the Case Study On Bittorrent Sync. Journal of Digital
types of file format in the form of packets that are hard to Forensics, Security and Law, 2(9): 85-100.
understand. The packet capture is also important to filter 2. Mahajan, Aditya, M.S. Dahiya and H.P. Sanghvi,
them with the right method so that none of them will be 2013. Forensic analysis of instant messenger
lost that will cause the reconstructing of data fail because applications on Android devices. arXiv preprint
of corrupted packet captured. arXiv:1304.4915 (2013).4.

CONCLUSION forensic analysis of Android social-messaging

The developed system has successfully filtered and 4. Karpisek, Filip, Ibrahim Baggili and Frank Breitinger.
reconstructed packet data from the packet capture without 2015. WhatsApp network forensics: Decrypting and
leaving any useful information behind. The packet capture understanding the WhatsApp call signalling
contains only text file will be filtered before reconstructing messages. Digital Investigation, 15: 110-118.
data be done. The project presented seems to have raised 5. Oluwabukola, Outside, et al. 2013. A Packet Sniffer
more questions than it has answered. There are several (PSniffer) application for network security in Java.
lines of the thoughts arising from this work that should be Issues in Informing Science and Information
pursued in making sure the maximum performance out of Technology 10.
the result such as the needs to consider other types of file 6. Asrodia, Pallavi and Hemlata Patel, 2012. Analysis of
format such as image, audio, video that is potentially most various packet sniffing tools for network monitoring
used in this network communication globally today to and analysis." International Journal of Electrical,
assure the information that is gathered is fully in action in Electronics and Computer Engineering, 1(1): 55-58.
all part of packet capture and to find ways to reconstruct 7. Dulal C. Kar Felix Fuentes, 2005. Ethereal vs.
packet captured encrypted or using SSL (Secure Socket Tcpdump:  A  comparative   study   on  packet
Layer) that hard to decode. Real-time reconstructing sniffing  tools   for  educational   purposes.   Journal
packet capture is an advantage to the user if it can be of   Computing    Sciences    in    Colleges   archive,
developed. This is because analyzing full packet capture 20(4): 169-176.

usually consumes time procedures, can often be avoided
if analysts are able to extract files from the network traffic
in real time.
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